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Survey Questionnaire

*A number of responses were recorded, but they were fewer than 1% of the total.

Are you a Syrian citizen? If so, your voice is one of the many voices that will determine what the Syrian people
want.

Age: Gender: OMaie oFemale
Religion or Belief: Nationality: Code:

Current Place of Occupation: Place of Birth: Residence: Date: / /2014
Residence:

Freedom Charter: This is a project to draft a document that outlines what the Syrian people want by providing the
following survey to a large number of Syrian citizens inside and outside Syria. The survey will convey Syrian voices
in an honest, objective, and professional manner to the entire world. This survey strives to answer the most
important question: What do Syrians want?
1. The nation's treasures belong to ail Syrians.

oAgree oDisagree

2. Ali Syrians are equal in rights and duties regardless oftheir religion, nationality, or gender
oAgree oDisagree

3. The law guarantees the rights of ail Syrians in:
oKnowledge oEducation oOwnership oWork ul.Inemployment compensation

4. Do you agree that the law guarantees freedoms for al! Syrians in:
o Opinion and expression 0 assembly and membership o Worship

5. Do you agree that the judiciary must be independent and not subject to any other authority or special interest
group?
oAgree oDisagree

6. Ali Syrians are equal before the law
oAgree oDisagree

7. Every individual accused of a crime is entitled to a fair trial, with no exceptions
oAgree oDisagree

8. Employment opportunities, based on skills and qualifications, are available to ail Syrians in ail the country's
institutions

oAgree oDisagree

9. Every Syrian has the right to vote and run for political office
oAgree oDisagree

[fyou disagree, why? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

10. Publicly funded health insurance is available for all Syriens and an obligation of the government
oAgree oDisagree
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II. Do you agree that basic education is:
o compulsory 0 free 0 available to everyone

12. Do you agree that the law guarantees the rights of Syrian women to:
o work 0 vote and run for political office 0 education 0 grant citizenship to her children

13. Equal pay forequal work for men and women
o Agree 0 Disagree

14. Do you agree that Syria as a country should:
o be independent 0 respect international conventions and treaties 0 sovereign on the entire Syrian territory

15. Do you agree that individuals and groups are free to establish:
o political parties 0 civil society organizations 0 professional associations

16. The diverse population constituting the Syrian people has the right to use their own languages
o Agree 0 Disagree

17. The armed forces are empowered only to protect Syria's borders and defend her sovereignty, with no
interference in political, economie, or sociallife
oAgree oDisagree

18. How do you define the geographical map of the Syrian state?

The Freedom Charter team thanks youJor providing your opinion.
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